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This paper was adapted from a speech presented by Mr. Belcher at the annual meet-
ing of (lie Central ilssociation. Mr. Bek her is the author of a section on labor relat'ion's
in the Handbook of. College and University Administration to be published soon 16'
McGraw-Hill, and he is a member of the National Panel of Arbitrators and a consult-
ant on labor relations to educational institutions, hospitals, and government agencies:

There is a wide range of capabilities in the management of people. In discussing this
subject, I would like to explore the efficient utilization .9,f personnel in the light of '
recent developments'and probable future trends. To be more specific, let's consider
some facets of the rapidly growing unionizatio personnel which, incidentally, tends
to highlight the differences in managerial ayi s to a greater degree than almost any
other development.

Obviously, there is a very-broad 'cross-section of interest and.exlierience in the Nationiil
Assoc 'anon of C011eaand Univeisity Business Officers; ranging from those who may
never have a union problem to those who have been dealing with unions tor man), Scars.
Accordingly, my remarks will be "old hat" to some members, and to others it will lie like
reading a mystery story about some far-away land.

If you are in the comfortable position of having no prospects of union organization on
your campus, you may be interested in learning More about how yeliji friends on other
campuses are sjiending,a great deal ortheir time. If you have been dealing with unions
for many years, yop may like to compare your p?st mistakes with mine an join in

. speculating on whether others will make the same mistakes in the future. t Was been
said'that one learns more from his mistakes than from his successes." if tl is' is true,

. I have some impressive credentials as a "learned" person. For this reasonimany of
the suggestions or recominendations will he based on mistakes I have m.ape, or have
observed other people make, during the past, twenty-five years.

4

Generally speaking, we seem to learn very lit* from history. Eduaitional insti-
tutions today are often found to be experimenting with the same ineffective tactics and
approaches to labor-management relations that were tried by 'industry in the 1930's and
I910's. It has been interesting to note how closely the develOpments parallel each
other, with about a 20-year lag. We can. almost plot on a chart these parallel experi-
ences with the same disappointing results. '.

Essential to a sound organi and' efficient utilization of humap
Pi

resources are
carefully thought-out polic lc o guide the adMinistration at all levels: ;While it would
be presumptuous of ine to recommehd specific policies to such a large group, I, urge
that consideration he given in advance to the position your 9114 or university
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should,take in regard to unionization of employees., It is vital that one recognize the
importance of determining these. policies and objectives before facing a crisis in order
that careful, thoughtful consideration may be given to several bask questions and ade-
quate advance planning may be done. For xami)le: I
L Dots your chancellor or preskicfrit:prefer that the institution not have to deaf with

any union, or is he quite willing to negotiate with one or wore unions?: In in)
consulting work, I have fo'und a wide range of thinking on this question. Some
have no objections to bargaining with unions while others are very much-against it.

2. If there is administratne acceptance of union organization of the employees, there
are two additional questions which naturally follow:

(a) Does your 'administration trope to limit the union activity to one union repre-
senting the non-academic employees, or is it unconcerned about how many
unions may seek to repreSent the various groups of employees such as those in
the physical plan4 housing, food service, or the clerical, technical and profes-
sional staffs?

(b). Are there certain groups of employees which the administration would not
want to be unionized even 'though they would not resist the union's efforts to..
organize other groups of employees? Some institutions strongly resist the
unionization of clerical, supervisory, and administrative personnel, but at
the same time accept union representaffOn'of the "blue- collar" and "gray - collar"

> emplOyees.

-3. If the adMinistration prefers noCto negotiate with unions, it is necessary to decide
to what extent one may go in an effort to dtat the union's organizing efforts. The
tactits psed-by the administration to defeat 'a Pinion can range from an indifferent,
almost4leutral approach. to that of maximOjn aggressiveness in opposition, with
vari4idns at any point between these two extremes.

If one tri io straddle the fence of indecision without predetermined policies, he prob-
ably wdl rind himself frequently putunghisloot in his mouth, and in this in r. rassing
-position he is not apt to be successful in fitiding solutions to the pies-sing p o lems:

There an lour basic developmental phases of union-management ulations that should
be explond in some depth. Let int.. emphasize and underline 7.- that the manner of
handling each phase will have a very signifwint effect on whether you will experience
each sucecIdtng phase and how' well prepared you will be for coping with it.

Phase I is the period befort_there are any signs of union organizing efforts or union
interest'among the employees. '1 t

Phase If is heii the rumors of union intercst,start circulating and handbills or
other ubion literatlir MC found on the parking lots or in the locker rooms.

Basic Phases
Of The Relationship

Phase Ill is when a union has formally requested your institution to recognize
the.union as the representative of sour employees for the .purpose of wIleetiye bar-
gaining., .

Phase IrNis when you are discussing or negotiating With the union and then living
with the agreements":reached in the:negotiations.

I am,sure you realize that any one of the four phases could be an interesting suhja
of.an all-day seminar. I %kill Arti only'to whet your appetite for more information, and
if I contribute to a broader interest in the subject, I will have accomplished my of)-
jective.

Let's' «msider Phase I, ,the time before there is any apparent employer inkiest in d
11111011. And, for this discussion, I will assume ycm prefer to continue without a union
although the 'points covered have application even if you are later bargaining with one
or mine unions.

It is in 41,ns that you (an most easily qualify for merithership in the/Ane-1 en C.1(11).
I obe a metriber you will be flie one out of ten persons who is alert to possible develop-
ments: ti"Voci %Nil! kezep abreast Of those issues whit h lame employees to feel a union
is needed to prow( t their tnq.rests and niipiiivettheil woi king conditions,.(2).you 1,
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... as the Devil's advocate or critic, and to question certain ,Procedures and policies.
Finding weaknesses in the operations does not. necessarily reflect unfavorably on
your administration. The best golf pro occasionally has another pro check his swing
or stance. :Doctors have physical examinations. Airline pilots flying regularly are
required to siibmit to periodical retraining and reexamination. When we live
closely with' the day-to-day situations, we often take it f dr granted that theie.are no
festering problems and assume that we would immediate hear about them if there
were any employee complaints. -The One-Ten Club mem r knows this is not true.
He accepts the fact that he probably will be One of the 4 st 'to learn of poor super-
visory practices, and that he often will learn of them first from a union representative.
The' lower levels of management are not apt ,to call these troublesome practices to
Our attention because they probably are contributing somewhat to the problems
without being aware of it. Or they don't believe the grumblings by the employees
ate ,serious enough to bother you. Often they do not think there is any justifwation
for the «implaints, that'only .a few soreheads or trouble-Makers are causing the "r

unrest and that they will always be unhappy anyway, .

An occasional check of all personnel and supervisor} practices is highly essential
to' an effective "preventative maintenance' program. Such an "audit" should be
done by probing and asking' questions about the various policies and pracrites in

such a way as to identify areas of weakness that, may exist and they almost invari-
ably do exist, Even in the smallest institutions there often are inconsistencies in the
interpretation or appli ation of policies, or there are out-dated practices. These come
to light by insightful q estions as to why certain policies are being followed, or clues-

-Lions about possible variations in the interpretation ofgambigudus language, and so on,

Employee discontent reduces productivity, and there can hardly be efficient utiliza-
tion of human resources when employees are resentful and when they believe the
administration has no interest in their problems. Whether or not you are Concerned )%
about the prospects of unionization, there is much to be gained in efficiency and /
harmony by being sensitive to these always-present managerial faults.

be familiar with the kinds of employee grievances which often end in arbitration, and
you will know the successful arguments used by a union in support of its position;
(3). you will keep informed about the manner in which unions appeal to _prospective
members; (4) you will read a representative number of union publicitioRs which re-
flect the current goals of union leaders; (5) you will keep abreast of union organizing
campaigns in other colleges and universities, and (6) you will know about issues
which have contributed to recent strikes on other campuses.

As a member in good standing of the One-Ten Club, you will be one in ten who wilt
relate all of this informtion to your own organization. You will not assume that
each.supery isor or department head fully understands all of your personnel policies
and the reasons for such policies. Moreover, you will not assume that there is uni-

1 ?omit) in the interpretation oft policies, and you will take it for granted that
some favoritism is being pratticed in the promotions.and transfers of employees, in
the granting of sal* increases, in the scheduling of overtime work, and in the as-
signment of employees to the more desirable jobs. Further, you will realize that you
are so close to the situation every day that you do not always recognize these faulty
practices vyhic h give the union organizer a "cause" which helps him to-enroll members[.

As a member of the One-Ten Club, you -will want someone (often an outsider) to at

Phase 11 Phase II is the tinui when the word begins to circulate around the physical plant,
the downs, or the cafeterias thatla union representative is distributing handbills
and membership cards, or that someone is quietly plaint lig a small meeting of
employees for the purpose of learning how a union may be able to help solve their
problems.

4

: - 1
lf,you administration has decided for philosophical or political reasons that it has
no ob colons re«ignizing and bargaining with one or more unions, I assume you
woulc not be concerned about these rumors that you would maintain a neutral
posit' d let the employees decide what they wish to do. The biggest problem in

this situation is in making sure that the various levels of supervision also "get the
word" and temain neutial. Generally this is utopian thinking, however, and you will

4
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need to give it some attention. Almost always you will find many foremen, supervisors,
and directors who either resent all unions orfeel a different union would be a better
one to represent the employees. Those who have these opinions will reveal their
feelings either quite openly or on a fraternal, buddy-buddy basis, frequently in devious
and subtle ways Which the employees clearly recognize.

If, on the other hand, your institution prefers not to bargain with any union, then
the administration must decide how arid to what extent. you will resist the organizing
efforts. There is a wide range of possible counteractions by management, with the
extreme effort incltiding actions which may not be illegal under most present state
laws, but which would be, unfair labor practices under the Taft-Hartley Act and the
rules laid down by the National Labor Relations Board. Some states are adopting
legislation that is quite similar to the Taft-Hartley Act, so you should. know the legal
limitations on your activ ities as well as your administration's overall objectives.
Proper action y the administration can often be effective in thwarting a union's
efforts to organ'ze the employees, providing management's actions are fair, carefully
considered, tim y and well-planned. But, and this is self-evident but of prime im-
portance, such actions by the administratiqn must be custom-tailored. There is no
simple, universal, or patent medicine formula. You will want to take into considera-
tion the nature of complaints which are serving to justify the need for a union in,
in the minds of.the employees, the kinds of promises being made by the union organiz-
ers, and the degree to which your wage rates and fringe benefits are competitive with
those of industry and government, not with construction rates.

In industry, as well as among public employees, unions have been winning no more
.. .than 55% to 60% of the representation elections, sd all is .not lost when you first hear

the shocking news that a union representative is on your campus. But he hour is
getting late if you wish to avoid unionization, and you should take seriously the
prospects of a successful union drive. Don't be overly confident and think your em-
ployees would not do such a thing tb your college or tinivYers'ity. This is when unions
most often score. e.

. -
One important 'fact which is often a surprise to many people, but which you should
keep in mind if you find yourself in Phase II, is,that the successful union organizing
drives are usually the result of efforts by a few employees who carry on the organizing
from within. Rarely can an outsider enlist enough employees by his own efforts
to recruit a majority. He trains and coaches the employees who then promote the
idea of a union among their fellow workers. The outside union representati' is
lost without:the ziclre of interested people soliciting membership within the col-
lege-or university family.

,

We could devote a shninar exclusively to union oigani-zing efforts and management's
counter-strategii.s, but let me conclude the discussion of Phase II with these points:
the experienced union organizer is a good listener; he will encourage the prospective
members (usually few in number in the beginning) to tell libout "beefs:' they have,
or those they have heard other e,,mployees talk about; he will took for evidence of
favoritism and eixarrrples of inconsistencies in the application of policies; he' will be
alert to any signs which can he interpreted as a threat to the future job sehirity of the
employees, he will hope to learn of employees who were discharged, seemingly Wth.-
out goo reason or without having first been given a chance to tell their side of he
stay. 141th these case histories, the organizer will seek to demonstrate how the uni n
can he helpful to the employees.

1Just as a successful salesman feels out his prospects to determine their needs,
.

so (IQ
an effective unicm representative. Oncehe has a clue to the needs or wishes of th
prospelive'members, the -O.rganize(r is then able to build his "sales" presentation
with.promises of results in the sWcial areas of interest to his prospects;

It r ....

In Phase III, the union believes it has enough members to rIrels for recognition as
the bargaining agent. The first formal move usually is when the union writes a letter
to the institution claiming the union represents a majority of the employees And re--
quests a meeting to discuss demands. In the letter, the union will request that it be
recognized by the administration as the collective bargaining agent for .1 specific

.5
i

Phase III
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group. This notice brings us into another specialized aspect of labor-management
relations, W. ittvits'ma-m, long-term implications for the administration as well as the
employees. \
Some colleges or universities have recognized a union by a show of union membership
cards with or without evidence of a majority of the einployees being membeis. I

don't think this prattice is in the'best interest of employees, the union, or the ad-
ministration. .

Whenever possible, I believe the wishes of the employees regarding representation
bya union should be expressed in a secret ballot election and that a union should be
rekognized only when a majority of the employees have voted in favor of the union.
Some states have laws providing the legal machinery for conducting such elections
as well as laws defining unfair labor practices by'management or the union during
an organizing campaign. If your state has such laws, it will.be highly important that
you become familiar withthe details and be governed accordingly. As of now, col-
leges and universities are not covered by the provisions of the federal labor-manage-
ment legislation (such as the Taft-Hartley Act), and the National Labor Relations
Board has not been willing to assert jurisdiction over union representation petitions
involving -employees in higher education. (There are indications, however, that this
may change in the near future.)

In the absence of -statutory guidelines, a decision by the institution will need to be
made as to whether the union will be recognized with or without evidence of majority
membership, and whether it will be determined by a "card check': 0 by a secret
election. It goes without saying that this decision may well be made n the iacti of
considerable pressure from the union, including the threat of a strike of vlien the em-
ployees are on strike. .

If you have no state laws governing labor-managelnent relations, it is mecommen-
dation that you seek an agreement with the union to have an election rultieted by
an experienced arbitrator who would act as a neutral third party in de eloping the
rules of procedure and superviOng the election. There are several important details
in connection with a representation election which should be followed if order that
the outcome will not be influenced by intimidation or fraud,,and so tha the secrecy
of the balloting will be fully safeguarded.

I:nder certain circumstances your administration may, be willing, or f.e compelled
for any number of reasons, to forego an election and admit other evidence of the
employees' wishes regarding union representation. The most common alternative
method is one which I have already mentioned .= and the one most often preferred
by unions that is, the acceptance of signed authorization cards as evidence of
a majority. A number of objections to this method are often voiced by experienced
labor relations men.. For example, an employee may have changed his mind since
signing (he card, which may have occurred several months earlier. Some of thescards
may have been signed under duress, false promises, or misrepresentation. Some

cards may have been signed just to he socially acceptable to one's fellow worker-s, _

even though those signing -may.' have had every., intention of voting against the
-union in a secret ballot-election. If this "card check" method is to be used, I-feel
it should'be adopted by the administration only after an agreement has been reached_
that a qualified arbitrator will be asked to:

i. Confirm that the person is still an active employee.

Inspect the individual authorizations to determine the authenticity of signature.
(In rate cases an over-eager organizer w ill sign the card for a prospective member,

i believing it is the person's desire that he do so.) ,.

3. Determine the maximum period during which the authorizations: are valid
statute of limitations.

1. Be sure that no cards arc included which were signed under false promisjs or
misrepresentation of pertinent facts.

5. Determine that the cards were not signed with the understanding by the employees
that there would be an election: Often it is on this basis that empj,oces are per-
suoided to sign union cards even t Qugh they arc not in favor of chi union repre-
sentation.

- 5 -
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The next important question in Phase III deals kith the so-called bargaining unit
identifying the specific group Of employees which may be represented by the union.
Without becoming involved in the ethnical aspects in this paper, I should remind
you that a decision will need to be made as to whether you will extend to the union
"exclusive recognition" or whether recognition will be limited to just those em-
ployees who are members of the union. Again, as with other technical details, some
state laws make provisions for . "exclusive recognition," others for proportional
representation, while many others are silenton this subject.

In any event, it will be.necessary to clearly identify those employees vsho are eligible
to vote and to be represented by the union. This is where the member of the One-Teti
Club again demonstrates his mature understanding of labor-management relations
and of the fact that ydu can reduce the frequency and seriousness of grievances and
misunderstandings by adequate planning in the early stages of this new experience.

Reaching an understanding on the bargaining unit is often one of the more difficult
points to resolve. For example, are you willing to limit the unit to just the craft em-

. pluyees in the physical plant and exclude the food service or custodf's1 employees (or
the reverse of this example) if this is what the union wants? It may be that the union
would lose the election if All "blue-collar" employees were considered as a single
bargaining unit, but would win if the election were confined to a smaller group. There
are the clerical employees to consider, and still others'who may he confidential secre-
taries to administrative officers whO have access to privileged information. And

c what about your security force? Or the technical or professional employee? You
`, may have a bookpore or a printing operation which should be considered as either

in or out of the proposed bargaining unit. Would you want to .include part-time
employees? Or student workers? Finally, are you willin to include foremen or
supervisors? Some unions seek to include them even thou they, would normally
be excluded if you were governed by the rules oi the Natio I Labor Relations
Board. As you can see, Phase III requires many critical decisions huh thould be
carefully considered long before you are faced with these questions.

If developments bring you to Phase IV, that of entering into negotiations of "dis-
cussions" with the union, there will he quite a, different set of facts and prof)l
confronting you.

can hear many of you saying you cannot legally negotiate with unio s. And you
are also telling me you cannot sign formIll labor ag4eTrts, .1-'erhaps yoi7 can legally
only "meet and confer" with representatives of an employee group. Perhaps personnel
policies can be drafted only in the form of resolutions which are then submitted to
your Board for formal adoption. Or perhaps only your Legislature or a Civil Service
Board can act on wages, fringe benefits, 4nd certain working conditions\. But don't
he deluded by these differences. The end results over a period of time are apt to be
much the same. While these legal restrictions must be complied with, chances are
you will sooner,or later be talking with the union representatives in the conventional
format of negotiations about the traditional issues cowered by collective bargaining
witItthe usual attendant pressures.

It has beerr said that thciv rtantcontract cici signed by
,a college or university than its first union agreement regardless of its form, whether
it is a conventional union agreement or a resolution adopted by the Board. This is
because of its long-term implications and its character of permanency. The scars from
mistakes you make are deep and long in evidence.

The provisions of the first agreement will he with you longer than any other subse-
quent agreement and chances are many of the provisions will remain substantially
unchanged during the personal lifetimes of the men who first agreed to them. And
despite its critical importance, management more often than not will make serious
mistakes in drafting the language of the initial agreement. There are a number of
reasons for these "mistakes."

I. First is.the failure by management to anticipate the exceptions. Clauses in union
agreements tend Co be written to cover the normal, routine operations, and they
die usually adequate for this purpose. But in order to operate efficiently with a

1
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minimum of grievances during the, years ahead, management must study the
practical implications of the proposed language as it applies to the operations

, all departments and throughout the yeaf. An agkement that will be entirely
satisfactory in July may be very troublesome during the Christmas holidays.

2. The second reason is due t6 management not being familiar with the generally
accepted meanings attached to some words or phrases commonly used in collec-
tive bargaining. In such cases, there is not a true meeting of the minds an ese
honest misunderstandings can be the source of grievances and mutual di rust.
(This is especially true when the unioh is successful in maneuvering the negotia-
tions so that the bargaining centers around their proposed language instead of
drafts prepared by management.)

For exahiple, if yclu agreed to consider senioritS, as well as ability for promotions,
transfers and layoffs, which kind of seniority would you mean? Here are three com-
mon types: -

ss
pal Unwersity seniority: The original date of hire without a subsequent break

in service.

( b) Dep ental seniority: The date the employee began working in the depart-
me t. -Us may or may not be the same asthe university seniority date.

.-
(c) Classificati seniority: The date the employee was transferred or promoCed

to his present lassification,

Another example is t common pitfall when using the word "day.," This can
mean "calendar day" o "work day." If a grievance must be answered within
five days and a weekend fa s within this period, do you count Saturday and Sun-
day as part of the five days? If'so, this means you have only three working days
to investigate and consider the grievance, not five.

I am confident that a substantial number of arbitration cases involve the applica-
' non of contract language to situations which neither party anticipated. Therefore

each side will try to extrapolate an interpretation of the agteejnent to serve its own
purpose. For these reasons, and others, the drafting of agreements should not be
taken lightly nor agreed upon hastily.

3. It is essential that the administration recognize from the very beginning that plan.-
agement's needs and the objectives of the union are at the opposite ends of the
spectrum. This difference is the most fundamental of all principles in the field
of labor-management relations. It may be stated simply in this way:

Management needs maximum flexibility, in managing so as to accommodate con-
stantly changing requisrements and operating demands being made upon it. On
the other hand, almost-Aery demand of a union has inheiently in it some restriction
or limitation on management's actions and decisions. Management wants flexibil-
ity and freedom to manage, while unions want fixed and rigid'rules to govern all
working conditions.

Policies Must Be It is for these reasons that care should be taken in considering the union's requests.
Reasonable, Clear Agreements should be reached only after they have been reviewed in the light of these

restrictions. Of course, we realize that it is the abuse of such freedom by management

N which probably contributes more to employee discontent than anything else. Reasori=
able rules are needed. Employees have a right to know, how the game.wid be played
and that their interests will be considered along with management's needs. So, with

. or without a union, reasonable and clearly starred policies are essential to good
employee relations.

If you reach Phase IV, there are some basic policy critestiOns you will have to answer as
a result of union requests. Two key issues will be (1,) check-off of union clues, and (2)
the union shop or a modified form of unionidurity agreement. Check-off of union
clues in the form of a payroll deduction often one of the foremost union de-
mands. Most unions find they. can hold them members longer and collect the dues
more easily if the college or university will deduct the dues from the employee's pay
check. This issue alone can be, and often is, a strike issue.
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The union shop or other form of union security can be another critical issue. Therc-
are several forms of union securityand you should know the differences, not only so
you can discuss the subject with your Board but also in order that you fully understand
the union's demands. The union shop agreement requires all employees to become inem-
hers of the union after 4 short period of employment (often 30 to 60 days). Another
common form of ,union security is the maintenance of membership . This agreement
requires an emplpkyee to nlaintain his membership in good standing as a _condition of
continued employ),ment if he once joins the union. Although he is not required to
join, he must always-remain a member Once he does join. The third form of union
security is thOgency shop. "Phis agreement does not require any employee to become
a memb(1 of lihe union, but requires all non-union employees to pay a "service fee"
to the union equal to the normal monthly union dues. This is on the Jheory that the
union is acting on behalf of theSe employees just as though they were members of the
union and, therefore, they should help pay the cost of this "service."

There are often as rnity as forty or fifty subjects covered in the conventional union
agreement.. ExperienC has taught that these agreements tend to grow in length be-
cat se new subjects and more detailed provisions are added during each succeeding
ne otiation. Not all of, the subjects are the results of the union's demands. Some

ses are included at management's request, such as a sound "management rights"
clat se.

Coll c the bargaining, in olleges and universities is different in many respects frorn
tharfound in industry, although wt can profit from the experience of inclusny met
the past - thirty years.,One critical area of difference is in dealing with strikes, especially
for the public institutions. Serious consideration should be given to, finding alter-
native methods for resolving impasse, situations so the unions will not feel a strike
must be their ultimate weapOn. Strikes among public employees, such as school teach-
ers, garbage workers, (and even police and firemen) have almost reached the epidemic
stage. And there are prediction§ by union leaders that there will be More such strikes
in the future.

% .Mere arc several unions actividy organizing the employees of colleges and Uhiversi-
ties. Conspicuous among the I. unions :ire the Ameriian Federation of State,County
and Municipal Employees, th Laborers' International Union, the Operating 'Engi-
ncers, the Service Employees International Union, and the several building craft unions.
With the recent sincesses they hate enjoyed, I expect to see a significant expansion
of unionization, nu hail g some "white-collar" employees and even super isory per-
sonnel. Although tht offi e and clerical employees .111 industry ha% c been among the
most difficult lot unions to cfganize in the past, this may cihange. I anticipate two de-
velopments (ono ibuting to this change. lIrst is the widewread interest its «Alcum,e
bargaining among teachers either through the American Federation of "Poachers
or the Teachers' Associations. The teachers have contributed to making collective
bargaining mote socially acceptable to white - collar peisonnel. The second dclelop-

_ment is the-rapid growth' of unions among federal white-wilai employees. This
also tends to lend prestige and acceptance to union membership among clerical,
technical, and professional staffs. . ., -

Unionization of mriployees is not alrbad. I)n. would is not coming to an end-if your
emploqces join a union. There are as to work with unions so as to keep tlic crises
to a,minunum even though you never eliminate excessive demands, ginlan«.s, or
threats of strikes and other sanctions. Obviously, most of us would prefer to ppciate
without a union, and with caw and insight this can be done, although the (lend ((vant
unionization is certaihly growing rapidly. Of fat greater importance, it seems to me,
is the need for handling labor - management relations on a sound basis with an (le
on the future , -whichever phase you may be in. Speaking of the future, there an,
three probable developments which I expect will have an impact on colleges and
universities in the next few years.

1. I believe the new federal coordinated wage board pa!: scales will affect tlw, wage
demands in a number 4tf the institutions... These wage schedules will apply to all
federal "blue- collar" employeeS" within each broad. labor market area. I he laws
will be established by government sumws of the going wage rates paid by major
employers in the area. The pay plan !Novick's for duce wage steps lot a given job
grade with the employees ad ancing to rho second rate diet six months and to-the
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third or top raw at the end of two years. I think it would he advisable to keep in-
,formed of these wage determinations for your area.

Many institutions will expetlence more demands from the faculty for some form'
of bargaining. I expect the community college\faculties to Ix( especially susceptible
to the concept and willing to organize as they have been already in several states.

me community colleges may have pressure from a faculty even before their
maintenance and service employees become organized. Another croup which has

. hown an active interest in collective bargaining on some university campuses is
the teat hing assistants; and I believe this will spicad giadually to other mine's'.
tics. For these reasons, I would urge the business `Micas to he studying the causes
and effects carefully. Again, "preventative maintenance" would be far more ,re=

ywardin -in the `all-too-common practice of reacting to crises. The faculty corn-
plan s and the issues which have Keen negotiated and ultimately spelled out in

ie4l.

written agreements are very different from those covering service and support per-
sonnel. It will be important for someone to keep abreast of these trends.

f

Faculty groups will probably become somewhat more aggressive as a result of.corn-
petition. Tin; professional academic associations will feel the competitive pressures
orthe union - oriented organizations now seeking to grow and to expand their In-
fluence. This could result in the A.A.U.P. or the independent faculty associations
hemming mow active in their demands on the top administration of ow colleges
and universities, especially wherever a more militant group is found to be making
progress in recruiting members among the academic staff.

--\
Anothei contributing factor to faculty interest in collective bargaining will be the
mounting competition for shining in the available financial resources. With the
increasing needs.rapitlly outgrowing the ability to provide funds foi every puipow,
we should expect facithy concern over how the resources will be allocated.

3 -11w third piobable development will be found nymore states passing laws govern-
ing collective bargaining. These laws will tend to resemble the federal iegulat
non s. It will be helpful to keep informed on the federal policies including the
Picsident's I. serum c Older 1 1 421, which sets forth the policies anvil in ocedin es
for union recognition and coil« tive bargaining among («Mal civil sclyice and
wage board pet sonnel, And if thi' National Labor Relations Boa id alto s its
long-standing policy by.asserung jurisdiction of higher education,, as it well

may, this will beof prime intim' tapce.

With the continuing inflation, rapidly rising wage falls, and more Costly hinge hem-
* fits, efficient utilizatio of human iesotn«,s will become an ec mow inessing need.

While im teased productivity in mass production industries has in the past offset in
part the ever- increasing wage i ales, the set vice industries (including colleges and
universities) have not been able to automate enough to absorb any significant poi non
of the higher wages and salaries. And I don't expect that time will be a great amount
of haute automation inThany of our campus jobs in the near (mitre. This will mean
a meal need for limer organization and better planning, improved communications,
gratei cooperation between departments arid less micronce with mediocrity. All

of Nnich suggests we will need a high level of mantic, professional competence in
all key positions of college mid unkersity administration. And I hope you will tot-
give my prejudice. when I stress that this applies especially to the management of the
human resources of our, institutions.

for additionaladditional readings, ser,Page 10.
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